Dr. Hilda Fronske and students Christopher Hunsaker and Lane Bitner physical education research was just accepted for presentation at the Share the Wealth Physical Education Conference in Jekyll Island, GA for January 27-29, 2022. For 25 years, this conference has brought together elementary, middle, and high school teachers to share their ideas regarding physical education teaching.

This is the first time a Kinesiology major; Physical Education Teaching emphasis student is attending the Share the Wealth Physical Education Conference. Christopher Hunsaker is a Kinesiology major with an emphasis in Physical Education teaching and a Mathematics Education major. This is his third year as a Teaching Assistant with Professor Fronske for Motor Learning and Technology in Skills Analysis. He is currently coaching basketball and baseball at Sky View High School and will do his student teaching at Sky View High School next semester.

Lane Bitner is a MEd student studying Physical and Sport Education program and will graduate next semester. Lane intends on pursuing his doctorate degree and is currently in the application process. He is a Graduate Teaching Assistant for KHS physical education courses and KIN2000. In addition, Lane serves as a staff and equipment manager for USU Women’s Basketball.

Dr. Fronske research interests involve Teaching Cues for Sports Skills for Secondary Students.

Share the Weather Physical Education Presentations:

- “Quad Ball” by Hilda Fronske, Christopher Hunsaker and Lane Bitner
- “Indoor Hybrid Ball” by Hilda Fronske, Lane Bitner, and Christopher Hunsaker
- “Sharpen Up Your Jogging and Sprinting Skills” by Lane Bitner and Christopher Hunsaker
- “Back to the Basics of Ball Handling Basketball Skills” by Lane Bitner and Christopher Hunsaker
- “Advance Techniques/Strategies and Skills in Pickleball” by Christopher Hunsaker and Lane Bitner